Since our company rates are factored by the amount of time it takes to move, the more prepping
involved for the move day will reduce the amount of time needed to complete the job therefore
saving you money. Here are a list of things that could be done to make the move go quicker:
+Boxing items appropriately
+Boxes that aren't packed full aren't stackable. This takes more time when organizing the truck.
Make sure all your boxes are packed full and closed on top. You can use moving paper or towels
to help fill the empty space in boxes.
+Write the room that the box is being moved to on the top and side of the box. This saves time
unloading the truck and keeps everything organized once you're in your new home.
+**Pro-tip** Designate each room of the house you are moving to and assign it a color. Then
buy some color stickers and mark your furniture with the appropriate color that matches the color
of the room that it is going to. This will save your head from spinning once we arrive at the new
house. Otherwise you'll be pulled in several different directions orchestrating where everything
goes.
+Leave unbreakable items in the drawers. We are strong enough to carry your furniture with
drawers still inside. This saves on space in the truck and this will save us a few trips to the truck.
Remove breakable items and box them with appropriate protection.
+Wrap the drawers so they don't slide open. We provide this service if you don't. Again, these
are things that will save time on your move. We can do any of these for you. We're only trying
to save you money if you're the do it yourself type!
+Wrap up picture frames and mirrors. **Pro-tip** You can use boxes to slide over frames and
mirrors like a sleeve and close the sides with tape.
+Disassemble Beds and any other pieces of furniture. Keep the screws and other pieces in a
baggy labeled and taped onto the furniture (using painter's tape or other tape that won't damage
furniture).
+Unhook Washer and Dryer and tape up the cords to the unit
+Remove any doors that NEED to be removed in order to move furniture (be sure to measure
first and consider if disassembling is required or faster.)

